24 October 2017

Stock Traders’ & Investors’ Wrap

Your Free Wrap today is based on an
extract from Edition 638 of our weekly
Mentoring-style ‘Investing & Online Trading’ Stock Report

By John Atkinson
In the last two weeks the Australian market has made a positive and noteworthy rally which I
consider warrants additional commentary. First, some background…..
In Edition 614 of our weekly ‘Investing & Online Trading’ Report, Jim Berg highlighted a key
reversal in the ASX200 (XJO) and announced his intention to ‘take profits’ and exit the market
on 8th May 2017*.
In our ‘Before and After’ article in this week’s Edition, we show that exiting 7 notional Trading
Signals and 17 Investing Signals in Jim’s Australian Signals Services on 8th May would have
yielded:
1. Notional profits totalling $37,566 based on $12.5k notional positions*
2. Including +$15,975 EXTRA profit overall*, rather than waiting for conventional exit
triggers.
* Performance Caution: Please note that the past performance of STE products is not and should not be
taken as an indication of future performance. Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s
service, like all other financial services, is subject to market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely
affect its future performance.

In addition, history now shows Jim’s announcement was very timely as the Australian market
retraced in May-June 2017 and has tracked sideways since*.
In fact, Daryl Guppy in his own Newsletter and republished in our weekly Report has been
saying for a while; “ This is the longest period of choppy sideways market activity I have ever
seen in more than 20 years of trading.”
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For several weeks I have written: “Markets do not go sideways forever. Eventually they have
to move one way or the other.” Daryl has also written; “When this market slumber ends it will
end with a bang – a rapid move up or down.”
3 weeks ago, in Edition 635 of our weekly Report I wrote; “ Leading up to the anniversaries of
‘Black Monday’, the USA and other markets often pull back/correct in September to October.
The good news is that after October, markets often tend to rebound and rally through
Christmas and into the New Year.*”
Those Members who followed Jim’s lead to exit in May have waited patiently for Jim to lift his
JB Caution. Meanwhile, as promised, on behalf of those Members of Jim’s Trading Signals and
Investing Signals Services who chose to stay in the market after his ‘take profits’
announcement in May 2017, we have continued to:
1. Add new Entry Signals as they occurred
2. Monitor all open positions, including switching stop type and values, updating latest
prices and profit targets (as applicable), etc.
3. Notify any Exit Signals as they occurred
We actively analyse the Australian market and physically study charts for multiple new entries,
then monitor many open notional positions every single trading day - as well as several weekly
charts for investing at the end of each week - so I believe we are in the ‘box seat’ for being
able to continuously observe and gauge what’s happening to many shares and the market
overall at all times.
For instance, in July 2016, we could see many entry signals appearing on most nights, so we
added many new Trading and Investing Signals accordingly at that time.
In comparison, in the weak market from May 2017 until recently, there were very few
opportunities worth taking an entry.
(Even so, Jim managed to lead those Signals Members who chose to continue through the
minefield of the market and to be profitable overall*).
Then, 2 weeks ago, in my ‘Last Word’ article of Edition 636 of our ‘Investing & Online Trading’
Report, I flagged*;
“ It has been interesting to observe that in this current flat/sideways market:
A) Only 3 notional Investing positions have given exit Signals since the end of August
2017, with 17 notional Investing Signals currently open as at Friday 6th October, of
which:
a. Only 1 is in a nominal open loss of -2.3% *and
b. The remaining 16 (i.e. 94.1%) are in open profit (of up to 105.5%*)
B) It has been 2 months since we had any new Investing Entry Signals and during
September there was only 1 new Trading Entry Signal (this is very unusual)*
C) However, this week we have started to see the start of hopefully some fresh new
activity with:


2 new Entry Signals for Trading in the last 2 days and



Trading Signal BWX exited yesterday at a +15.0% Profit Target in 6.4
weeks*……”

* Performance Caution: Please note that the past performance of STE products is not and should not be
taken as an indication of future performance. Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s
service, like all other financial services, is subject to market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely
affect its future performance.
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Since then, over the last 2 weeks, the market has indeed rallied strongly*, with:
 2 more Trading Signals (CGF and BAL) exited at 10% Profit Targets*


Another Trading Signal (CCP) achieved Jim’s 15% Profit Target*



No closed losses in October to date*



Bringing the total notional closed profits for the 5 Trading Signals trades during
October to date (including NHF at +3.8%) to be $6,725*, (based on $12.5k position
sizes).

* Performance Caution: Please note that the past performance of STE products is not and should not be
taken as an indication of future performance. Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s
service, like all other financial services, is subject to market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely
affect its future performance.

This now prompts the very important question for Members of
our weekly Report and Jim’s Australian Signals Services;

“ What are you waiting for ….
before you can lift your JB Caution?”

The answer to that ‘64 dollar question’ is founded entirely on a subject we have discussed and
detailed in our ‘Continuous Improvement Quest’ articles in our weekly mentoring-style Report
in recent weeks regarding trial alternative trading strategies, based on previous Important
Highs.
Similarly, the ASX200 (XJO) market overall is now very close to previous Important Highs of
just under 6,000, set several times in early 2015, as shown on the following chart:

ASX200 (XJO) weekly chart
I have written many times since Jim and I first launched our weekly ‘Investing & Online
Trading’ Report 12 years ago of the importance of being aware of Psychological Round
Numbers.
For instance, novice traders and investors may decide to place their shares in the market to
sell at Round Numbers e.g. $5.00 or $10.00 etc. As a result, often there may be large
numbers of shares offered to sell at those price levels, creating a resistance level on charts and
in the market depth.
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Personally, I do not like queues, so if I were selling close to any Psychological Round Number,
I would always offer my shares for sale just under that level e.g. at $4.97 or $9.97 - to ensure
that if the price action did manage to reach the Round Number, my shares would be definitely
sold -- and not risk being left at the back of a long queue of shares being offered by others at
$5.00 or $10.00.
Similarly, if prices do manage to break through Psychological Round Numbers, this is regarded
as a positive sign, as it means the queues of sellers have sold their shares, with a switch in
positioning such that Demand now exceeds Supply.
When this occurs, often a strong break out occurs and prices rally fast beyond the resistance
level.
Right now, there are many traders and investors who may have bought close to the Important
Highs of the ASX200 around 5950, i.e. just under 6,000 in early 2015 and who may now be
looking to exit close to that level. As a result, we are now very close to a crossroad whereby
one of 2 alternatives could happen:
1) The ASX 200 may touch close to 6000, then retrace - in which case Jim’s JB Caution will
remain in place OR
2) The ASX200 will make a convincing break out above its previous Highs around 5950
and even better, stay above the Psychological Round Number of 6,000 – in which case
Jim will look to remove his JB Caution
so watch this space in the near future -- particularly as we are now approaching a positive time
of year when the market often rallies in November towards Christmas and into the New Year…
I was recently asked whether I recommend to join Jim’s Australian Signals Services now - or to
wait until Jim lifts his JB Caution? I suggested joining now so that you can:
1) Read the Member Instructions and become fully acquainted /best prepared now with
how the Services work
2) Follow and progressively watch the development of current and all new entry signals as
they occur in the next few weeks ………
**************

For More Info on Jim Berg’s
Australian Signals Services
Simply click on these links:

Jim Berg’s Australian Trading Signals

Jim Berg’s Australian Weekly Investing Signals 
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Where To From Here?
While speculation about the imminent collapse of the Nasdaq and S&P 500 continues,
in this week’s Latest Edition 638 , of our weekly ‘Investing & Online Trading’ Report;
we include our latest views on the Australian and USA markets.
We also include Jim Berg’s 3 latest Watch Lists of those
stocks / shares in Australia & USA which have recently
passed most of Jim’s entry criteria
to help you fine tune your own stock selection process
and watch which, if any, pass Jim’s final entry rules in
coming days.
To continue reading, click on the following links now to either:
1) Order This Week’s Edition 638 for only $9.97 OR to
2) Become a Member of Jim Berg’s mentoring-style ‘Investing & Online Trading’
Report now (with no lock-in contract)

.
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Have You Watched Your
FREE MasterClass Webcast Yet?

‘7 Key Steps to Help You Survive
and Thrive in the Stock Market’
Make sure you watch this webinar
before you risk another dollar in the market…..
Simply click on this link to Start Your Free Webinar Now ==>
General Advice Warning: This document is a tool to assist you in your personal judgment. It is not designed to replace your Licensed Financial
Consultant or your Stockbroker. In preparing this document, Jim Berg and John Atkinson as Authorised Representatives (AR Nos. 322724 and
1251439) and ShareTradingEducation.com (“STE”), as Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR No. 322726) of Longhou Capital Markets Pty Ltd
(“LCM”) Australian Financial Services Licence AFSL 292464, have not taken into account the investment objectives, financial situation and
particular needs of any particular investor, because readers come from diverse backgrounds, with diverse objectives and financial situations.
Because of that, the customer should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to their objectives,
financial situation and needs; and, if the advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition of a particular financial product, the customer
should obtain a Product Disclosure Statement or offer document relating to the product and consider the Statement before making a decision
about whether to acquire the product.
Examples from the Australian and USA markets are provided to demonstrate that Jim Berg’s principles may be used globally. This educational
material is from an Australian source and complies with Australian law and not necessarily any other (local) law.
As this information is of a general nature only, you should seek advice from your broker or other investment advisors as appropriate before taking
any action. In particular, this may include consultation with your Taxation Advisor regarding any possible taxation implications from selling stocks,
shares, Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) or other instruments. (ShareTradingEducation.com P/L is not a registered tax agent and any reference to
tax is incidental and must be confirmed with a registered tax agent).The decision to trade and the method of trading is for the reader to decide.
STE and/or LCM and its officers, employees, agents, associates and alliance partners (“Associates”) may have or may obtain an interest in the
securities referred to in this letter and will receive commissions, brokerage and other fees from dealing in the securities or advising in respect of
the proposed listing of the securities. LCM and/or STE believe that the information contained in this letter was accurate at the time it was
compiled.
Performance Caution: Direct investing in the stock market can result in financial loss. The past performance of STE products is not and should
not be taken as an indication of future performance. Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service, like all other
financial services, is subject to market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future performance.
Jim Berg, John Atkinson and STE believe that the information contained in this document was accurate at the time it was compiled. However,
results reflect absolute trading stop loss discipline. Any projections made in this document are estimates only and no representation is being
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Stock tips, buy or sell recommendations are not
provided in this document.
All case study trades are notional examples using reasonably attainable entry and exit points. Results reflect absolute trading stop loss discipline.
Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not actually been executed,
the results may have over or under compensated for impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity
Copyright: The information contained in this document is copyright © 2017 and for the sole use of trial and prepaid readers. It cannot be
circulated to other readers without the permission of the ShareTradingEducation.com. Contributed material reflects the personal opinion of the
authors and is not necessarily those of the publisher. Articles accurately reflect the personal views of the authors. Sharetradingeducation.com is
an independent financial education organization and research is supported by subscription fees and affiliate rebates.
OFFICES: Copacabana, NSW 2251, Australia and Glen Iris, Victoria 3146, Australia.
Disclosure of Interest: LCM/STE and their associates and authors of the Investing & Online Trading Report© team may hold shares in the
companies featured in this Report. Further Conditions are specified in the Terms and-Conditions at www.sharetradingeducation.com.
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